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CleanShot® Now Available at Academy Sports  

Innovative technology for cleaning the bore of your firearm increases its retail availability 

MILFORD, MI – Huntego Limited, is excited to announce that Academy Sporting Goods will begin rolling out 
CleanShot in its retail locations.  With this increased distribution, more hunters and shooters will be able to 
experience this incredibly effective bore cleaning product.  Ideally suited for outdoorsman that pursue waterfowl, 
upland birds and participate in shooting sports, CleanShot is a revolutionary bore cleaning product that is simple to 
use and perfect for in the field bore cleaning. 
 
“Huntego Limited is excited to expand our retail outreach by partnering with Academy Sporting Goods” said Curt 
Whitworth, Huntego’s president. “Academy Sporting Goods is strongly committed to offering hunters and outdoor 
enthusiasts with the highest quality products. We look forward to introducing CleanShot® to their broad consumer 
base that Academy Sporting Goods supports.” 
 
CleanShot is a patented high velocity bore field cleaning device that utilizes outward ballistic pressures to power 
scrub, trap particles and wipe the bore clean. Simply load a CleanShot round in the chamber like any other cartridge, 
safely discharge and your gun is field cleaned in an instant. Designed to be used in the field or at a range, CleanShot 
allows shooters to maintain their firearms with minimal cleaning equipment, effort, and mess. 
 
How does CleanShot work?: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U8hLQ98fk64 
 
Huntego Limited launched the 12-gauge model in late 2017, which uses a standard shotgun hull and is manufactured 
using the same process and standards as ammunition currently manufactured by the OEM brands today.  In 2018, 
they released 20-gauge shells and is now actively working to complete the 9MM handgun and military grade 
applications. 
 
For more information about CleanShot, contact Glenn Walker at glenn@providencemarketinggroup.net . 

About Huntego LTD: 
Founded in 2006, Huntego LTD., is the inventor and distributor of CleanShot – a patented high velocity bore 
cleaning device that chambers like any other cartridge and can be safely fired to clean your gun in an instant.  For 
more information about CleanShot visit www.huntego.com    
 


